Keeping
it clean.
Enclosures made by Logopak

Enclosures protect machines against temperature
changes, dust, moisture or unauthorised access.
Logopak has extensive expertise in designing
machine enclosures. Our engineers pay a
 ttention
to every detail in order to ensure maximum
user-friendliness.
Even the basic models of our Logopak enclosures
exceed by far the quality standards applied by
our competitors. In addition, we offer you a wide
range of upgrade options to cater for special
requirements.

» The choice is yours!

Enclosures made by Logopak

Sophisticated design
in every detail!
Robust design
Broken palettes on the conveyor are likely to result in collisions
with the labeller. Due to their robust design, L
 ogopak machines
survive even heavy collisions undamaged. Production continues
to run smoothly, which avoids a loss in production time and
unnecessary repair costs.

Stainless steel variants (optional)
For wet environments, e.g. frequently cleaned production halls
or areas where fluid residue is common, we recommend our
stainless steel variants to ensure your enclosure and all bolts
and fasteners are effectively protected against corrosion.
Particularly in hygiene-sensitive areas, stainless steel variants
are a must.

Maximum protection against moisture and dust
Logopak enclosures are equipped with a pneumatic flap door
to protect both the machine and consumables from dust, dirt
and fluids, which increases the service life of all components
significantly.

Available in different colours (optional)
All basic versions of our Logopak enclosures are made of steel
and are powder-coated in RAL-9006 (aluminium white). Not your
colour? We can powder-coat our enclosures in any RAL colour
of your choice, e.g. to match your Corporate Identity or to adhere
to any consistent colour scheme you prefer for your machinery.
Powder-coated surfaces are particularly chemical-resistant and
provide high mechanical durability.

Illumination
Many labellers work in poorly lit environments. All Logopak
enclosures, including our basic models, are equipped with
integrated LED lights to provide the best possible visibility when
inserting new label rolls or thermal-transfer films. This also
allows quick at-a-glance checks even from a distance.

Highest safety standards
At Logopak, our priority is the compliance with statutory
regulations and safety standards. All our machines and
enclosures fulfil the requirements of the currently valid
Machinery Directive according to DIN EN ISO 13857.
To ensure maximum safety during operation, Logopak
enclosures are equipped with a door contact switch as standard.
This safety switch ensures that the automatic start-stop
function works only when the doors are safely closed. However,
test prints and setting adjustments are also possible when the
doors are open.

Foldable doors (optional)
Space in production facilities is usually limited. Quite often,
labellers are installed in difficult-to-access areas that leave
little room for the machine operator. Logopak enclosures can
therefore be equipped with foldable doors as an option to
provide best possible access even in very small spaces!

Cooling and heating systems (optional)
Particularly low or high temperatures can have a negative
effect on your consumables. Low temperatures may reduce the
labels’ effectiveness while particularly high temperatures may
cause the labels to lose their stability or even lead to adhesive
residues on the pulley or the print engine. To ensure optimum
temperatures during the labelling process, Logopak enclosures
can be equipped with a cooling or heating system.

Standard features Logopak enclosures:
» LED lights
» Door contact safety switch
» Pneumatic flap door
» Surface powder-coated in RAL-9006

Enclosures made by Logopak

Finding the perfect
home for your machine.

State-of-the-art production
processes, high-quality
materials and Logopak’s
excellent customer service
ensure that our enclosures
meet even the highest
demands in terms of quality
and safety. From consulting
to planning and production of
your system, Logopak is your
one-stop provider of high-end
labelling solutions.
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» We will be happy to provide advice in planning your system
and find the best solution for your individual requirements.

